Arrival Pack
We are looking forward to welcoming you to The Barn.
Below are a few things to bear in mind as you get ready, along
with arrival details and overleaf directions to find us.
We’d also ask that you look at our new Guest Info at
www.warmthandwonder.co.uk/guest-info/
Matt & Polly at Warmth & Wonder

Planning your stay…
Let us know in advance how you’d like the beds made up – twins or
doubles – and please note the sleeping platform is reached by a
ladder stairs and is not suitable for children under 9 yrs.
There are lots of things to do, places to eat and activities nearby.
To help you plan your stay you’ll find links to information on our
website, including activity ideas, courses and events you might
need to arrange ahead of your arrival - as well as details of local
shops: www.warmthandwonder.co.uk/guest-info/

Help with your packing…
All bedlinen and towels are provided for the guests booked.
The kitchen is fully equipped with electric cooker, toaster,
microwave and fridge, plus there are useful things like a cafetiere.
There is also access to a freezer and a washing machine in our
house if needed.
There is a TV and DVD player but no terrestrial reception (we
provide a selection of DVDs to borrow or bring your own DVDs), a
digital radio with a standard 3.5mm jack plug, plus Ordnance
Survey Maps of the local area are available to borrow, and there is
a selection of games and books.
You can find a full list of details about The Barn at:
www.warmthandwonder.co.uk/guest-info/

a special place to stay overlooking the Black Mountains

Warmth & Wonder
at Garn Farm
Questions…
If you have any questions, feel free to get in-touch
before you arrive:
hello@warmthandwonder.co.uk
07749 839934

Arrival…

Earliest check in is 4:00 pm and latest check in is
8.00pm on the day of arrival. We kindly ask that you
check out by 10.00am on the day of departure. We
may be able to offer some flexibility to these times if
you contact us, but this must be arranged
beforehand.
The Barn is the first building you come to and
parking is right by it. We live in the house next door,
but we’ll leave the key in the door – make yourselves
at home and we’ll pop-by to say hello when we see
you’ve arrived.

Directions…
Directions are overleaf - please print the directions
and don’t rely on a SatNav or mobile signal.
Please note that the drive to Garn Farm is NOT
marked on some maps – and a SatNav is likely to take
you up the wrong drive.

Directions to Garn Farm
Location: Garn Farm is located outside the village of Clodock, near Longtown, just off Hunthouse Lane signed Garn Farm / The Garn
(NOT driveway signed Upper, Middle and Lower Garn Farm).
Postcode for Sat Nav use: HR2 0PD
Postal Address: Garn Farm, Clodock, Longtown, Herefordshire, HR2 0PE
Drive Entrance Grid Reference: SO 33108 26588
Drive Entrance What3Words: ///this.serve.unsettled
Nearest main roads
40 minutes from the M4 at Newport.
30 mins from the M50 at Ross on wye.
The new drive to Garn Farm (signed Garn Farm / The Garn) is NOT marked on maps. An old driveway is marked on maps which goes to
our neighbours (signed Upper, Middle and Lower Garn Farm). A SatNav is likely to take you up that old driveway, so use directions below.

#A2
#H1

#GF

#H2
#A1

Travelling from
HEREFORD
(M50) direction
on A465 main
road

Travelling from
ABERGAVENNY
(M4) direction
on A465 main
road
#A1 - On A465 at Pandy
turn left off the A465
signed to LONGTOWN
(The Old Pandy Inn is at
this junction).
#A2 - Stay on this road,
following it into
Clodock. When you see
the church in front of
you, turn right onto
Hunthouse Lane.

#A2
#GF

Proceed along lane
(past the Cornewall
Arms pub), up the hill.
Ignore the driveway to
Upper, Middle and
Lower Garn Farm. Keep
going, past on your left
a white house, large
stone barns and
another stone house.
#GF - Continue along
Hunthouse Lane and
the new drive to Garn
Farm is on left with a
sign for Garn Farm /
The Garn.
(Go into first gear
before turning off road
onto the drive, staying
in first gear as you
come up. It is steep, but
stay in first gear and
take it steadily and you
should come up without
skidding).

#H1

#H2

#A1

If you get lost you can call us at Garn Farm tel: 01873 860885 or Matt’s mobile: 07749 839934

#H1 - On A465 at
Pontrilas ignore right
turn to Ewyas Harold
and take next right
signed to Rowelstone
(there is a Builders
Merchants at this
junction).
#H2 - Note your mileage you want to stay on this
road for 4 miles following it through
Rowlestone and beyond.
Ignore all turnings until
you are 4 miles along this
road, when there is a
right turn signed to
LONGTOWN - this is
Hunthouse Lane (note:
there are other turnings
before this signed
Longtown and Balls
Cross - ignore them).
#GF - Continue along
Hunthouse Lane past
‘The Garden of the Wind’
and ‘Oaklea' until you get
to a tarmac drive on your
right and a sign for Garn
Farm / The Garn.
(Go into first gear before
turning off road onto the
drive, staying in first
gear as you come up. It is
steep, but stay in first
gear and take it steadily
and you should come up
without skidding).

